12-Day Danube-Swabian Pleasure Cruise to Apatin and to Batschka aboard
the MS „Princesse de Provence“ from July 02-13, 2022
Passau-Wien-Budapest-Pecs-Apatin-Novi Sad-Kolacsa-Esztergom-Bratislava-Dürnstein-Passau
During the 3-day stay in Apatin, cultural events are planned on site (see itinerary below). Alternatively, guests may take time out to visit
their individual home towns on two days. Optionally (same price) instead of the 3-day stay in Apatin, guests can take part in the onward
journey to the Iron Gate (via Belgrade and back to Novi Sad, during docking in Novi Sad continue as described in itinerary day 7).
Day 1 – Saturday, July 02
Passau/Boarding
AArrival and boarding starting at 14:00 at Passau-Lindau, Franz Weissman Str.1.
16:00 Ship departs headed for Austria. Coffee, tea and pastries are served in the Panorama Bar. 18:45 Guests are welcomed aboard with
a toast in the dining room followed by dinner. Passage through the scenic Schlögener Schlinge. Musical entertainment in the Panorama
Bar. Overnight cruise.
Day 2 – July 03 Vienna Breakfast from 7:00. 10:00 Welcome, details and coordination of the program in the Batschka. 12:30 Lunch.
15:30 Vienna, 15:30-18:30 Visit of the Austrian capital. Scenic tour past the magnificent classical architecture including a walk trough
the romantic old city with K+K Flair. 19:00 Dinner. Musical entertainment in the Panorama Bar.
Day 3 – July 04 Budapest Breakfast from 7:00. 10:00 „Donauschwäbischer Dialekt“, Boris Mašić reads poems by Eva Mayer Bahl.
The MS Princesse de Provence will reach Budapest during the morning time. 12:30 Lunch on board. 14:00-18:00 City tour of famous
sites on both the Buda and the Pest banks of the Danube to include Parliament, the Castle, Heldenplatz, Kettenbrücke and more. The
ship will depart downstream headed for Hungarian Plain. 18:45 Dinner. Musical entertainment in the Panorama Bar.
Day 4 – July 05 Mohacs – Excursion to Pecs / Fünfkirchen Breakfast from 07:00. 08:30-13:00 Ecursion to Pecs/Fünfkirchen. The
climatically favorable city is already known from pre-Roman times and was the seat of the 1st Hungarian university. In addition to the
cathedral and the bishop's seat, a number of well-preserved buildings from the Ottoman era can still be visited. 13:30 lunch. MS
Princesse de Provence leaves in direction of Serbia. Passage through the Pannonian Plain. Afternoon tea / coffee. Relaxing hours on deck.
Arrival in Apatin with boarder revision, passport control. Welcome reception at the harbor in Apatin. Disembarkation and transfer to the
hotels in Apatin and Sombor. Dinner at the hotel.
Day 5 – July 06 Apatin
Breakfast at the hotel. Sightseeing tour – Hauptstraße (Main Street) – Brewery – House Thursky-Mayer –
Maria-Himmelfahrt Church – City Hall. Welcome address by Apatin Mayoress in the city council chamber followed by Fischpaprikasch
(traditional fish stew) in the restaurant (by small expense contribution) “Goldener Krone.” Free time until 16:00. A visit to the DanubeSwabian Church Museum followed by holy mass celebrating the dedication of the newly-renovated Herz-Jesu Church towers.
Alternatively, individual visits to the places of origin and hometown by bus or taxi. 19:00 Dinner in the hotel.
Day 6 – July 07 Apatin and by bus: Sombor / Batschka Breakfast at the hotel from 07:00. Departure to Sombor - city tour - town
hall with visit of the picture Battle of Senta - approx. 13:00. lunch in a typical cottage Dida Hornjakov Salas followed by a visit to the
Gakovo Memorial at approx. 15:00. Alternatively, guests may visit their home towns by bus or taxi. Departure to the hotels in the
evening. Dinner at the hotel.
Day 7 – July 08 Apatin – Novi Sad Breakfast at the hotel. At 08:00 departure to Novi Sad with embarkation at 13:00 on the MS
Princesse de Provence. 2-hour city tour with a visit to the cosmopolitan city, which has always been a melting pot of different
nationalities and the capital of the Vojvodina region. 13:00 Embarkation and check-in of the cabin after returning from the city tour,
followed by lunch. Departure towards Croatia. Here the Danube forms the natural border between Serbia and Croatia. Afternoon tea /
coffee. 18:30 dinner. Musical entertainment in the bar.
Day 8 – July 09 Kalocsa/Puszta Breakfast from 07:00. Behind Mohacs, the Danube flows trough Hungarian territory. During lunch
MS Princesse de Provence docks in Kalocsa, the "capital of paprika". Afternoon excursion with a visit to Kalocsa with a visit to a
traditional Hungarian horse ranch in the Puszta region. At around 19:00 the ship leaves Kalocsa for the Danube Bend. 19:00 dinner.
Musical entertainment in the bar.
Day 9 – July 10 Esztergom Breakfast from 07:00 at buffet. Relaxing hours on the sun deck. The ship reaches the romantic Danube
Bend and docks in the harbor of Esztergom. 12:45 Lunch. 14: 30-17: 00 Shore leave with a visit to the bishop's residence with its
realistically replicated dome cupola. The ship leaves for Slovakia. Dinner. Entertainment in the panorama bar.
Day 10 – July 11 Bratislava Breakfast from 07:00 at buffet. 09:00-12:00 city tour / walk through the Slovak capital. The tour with a
panoramic view from the castle hill is followed by a walk through the romantic old town with a K+K flair. 12:30 lunch. In the course of the
afternoon, MS Princesse de Provence sets off. Afternoon tea / coffee. Passage of the Hainburg, through the primeval forest-like Danube
wetland. 18:30 dinner. In the late evening the ship passes Vienna. Musical entertainment in the panorama bar.
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Day 11 – July 12 Wachau/Dürnstein
Breakfast from 7:00. 8:30-11:00 walking tour in romantic Dürnstein. Local tour guides discuss the history of the city and its castle. 11:00
MS Princesse de Provence departs for Germany and the final leg of the journey. 12:00 Lunch. Enjoy the passage through the enchanting
Wachau, especially the wonderful scenery around Melk Abbey. Afternoon tea or coffee. 19:00 Captain‘s Dinner with a „thank you and
farewell“ by the ship’s crew. Musical entertainment in the Panorama Bar.
Day 12 – Wednesday July 13

Return to Passau

Prices (pp=per person, and categories)
OD2: Two-bed outer cabin upper deck
HD2: Two-bed outer cabin main deck
HD1: Twin outer cabin main deck

Breakfast. Arrival at Passau approx 8:00. Guests disembark by 9:00.

1.995,00 € pp (2 persons only occupancy)
1.695,00 € pp (2 person occupancy)
1.995,00 € pp (1 person occupancy)

Services and donations included in the price: 11 nights, accommodation in the booked cabin category on board the MS "Princesse
de Provence." All cabins with shower/toilet, TV, hairdryer, safe, air conditioning. Full board starting with coffee/tea and small pastries on
the day of departure and ending with breakfast on the day of return, i.e. 1/8-liter table wine or mineral water/orange juice pp for lunch
and dinner. Three lunches outside the ship. All shore excursions and tours as stated, including entrance fees, on-board tour guides, city
guides, welcome drink, captain's dinner, harbor fees, boarding fees. In Apatin coaches for transfers and sightseeing programs.
(Individual taxi journeys at guests’ expense.) Doctor on board licensed in Germany.
Donations: A portion of the income after expenses (ship charter to organizers, transfers, as well as printing and shipping of the flyers,
etc.) will be donated by the travel organizers, Apatiner Community e.V. to individuals and organizations tasked with maintaining cultural
and historical research in and around Apatin. The size of the donation depends on the total number of passengers and total expenses. By
booking a reservation and paying a deposit, passengers agree to participate in the charitable donation. Total donation collected (pp) will
be communicated to participants after the trip has been completed by print in the Apatiner Heimatblätter.
Travel Documents: A valid passport is required for this trip. Passport must be valid for a minimum of 6 months beyond your return. It is
not possible to travel without a passport. American, Australian and all non-EU citizens require passports.
Reservation / Registration: Have you already reserved the trip by Email or phone? In this case, please register with us with the
binding registration below. Contact us in the case you have not yet reserved a cabin.
Transfer to and from Passau-Lindau: Arrival and departure must be planned individually. If desired, we can organize transfer
vehicles for smaller groups for a contribution towards expenses (only costs of the transport company). Please forward your individual
request to Peter Mijatović, for contact details see below.

Travel conditions of the shipping company Princesse de Provence Cruises GmbH & Co.KG/Organizer
1. Registration/Confirmation
Upon receipt of your reservation, a travel contract will be sent to your address. Please provide the name of each passenger at the time
of registration. Persons completing the reservation form guarantee the registrations for each passenger travelling in his/her party.
Alternatively, each participant may register separately. The organizer will confirm each travel registration in writing to include an
agreement of travel services and total price. No intermediary/travel agency is authorized to make any commitments on behalf of the
promoter beyond the services mentioned in the confirmation. Once executed, all travel contracts are binding as written. Organizer
reserves the right to correct any typographical or calculation errors. Together with the travel contract, each customer automatically
receives an insurance certificate, which insures against loss of payments in the event of the organizer’s bankruptcy or insolvency. This
insurance is provided by TRAVELSAFE GmbH.
2. Payment
The travel contract provides for payment in 2 installments: Initial deposit of no less than 20% of the entire price is due immediately upon
receipt of confirmation. The remaining amount is due no later than 21 days prior to departure date. In case of a last-minute application
(less than 21 days prior to departure date,) the initial deposit is omitted, and the entire price is due at time of booking.
3. Withdrawal/Replacement/Changes/Cancellation Fees
Registrants have the right to cancel at any time before the departure date. Cancellations must be in writing, citing the booking number
and date of travel. The travel organizers reserve the right to charge registrants a fee for cancelling a booking. Prorated fees shall be
calculated based on the date on which the cancellation is postmarked and are applied as follows:
Cancellation up to 59 days before departure date
-10% of the price of travel
Cancellation between 58 - 30 days before departure date
-20% of the price of travel
Cancellation between 29 - 22 days before departure date
-30% of the price of travel
Cancellation between 21 - 10 days before departure date
-50% of the price of travel
Cancellation between 9 - 2 days before departure date
-70% of the price of travel
After that or in case of non-commencement of the trip
-75% of the price of travel
These provisions also apply if, for example, you miss the cruise due to travel delays or lack of proper travel documents. Registrants are
responsible for meeting the ship on time. Cancellation fees may not apply if the organizer changes the date of the trip. Changes in
reservation dates will be honored, whenever possible. However, a minimum booking fee of EUR 25 pp will apply. In addition, a passenger
may substitute for a previous registrant assuming the rights and obligations spelled out in the travel contract. The organizer reserves the
right to reject substitution of a passenger if said passenger fails to meet travel requirements and/or the substitution is contrary to legal
or official regulations. A minimum booking fee of EUR 25 pp applies in all cases of substitution. If multiple persons substitute into an
existing travel contract, each participant will be charged the minimum booking fee. In any case, the entry of a substitute person requires
confirmation from the organizer. We strongly recommend taking out travel cancellation insurance.
4. Withdrawal/cancellation of the contract due to exceptional circumstances
Registrants and organizer have the right to terminate the travel contract due to unusual or unforeseeable circumstances. Cancellation
may occur prior to the departure date or after the trip has commenced. The additional cost of return transport shall be divided 50/50
between registrant and organizer in cases where cancellation occurs through no fault by either party. The organizer may void the
contract prior to departure date or terminate the contract without notice after the start of the trip, if a travel participant causes a
disturbance or despite warning behaves in a manner that is a nuisance or a safety concern. The flat cancellation fee shall apply. The
organizer may void the contract up to 4 weeks prior to departure date, if carrying out the terms of the contract are not economically
feasible, and after exhausting all reasonable alternatives, organizer is unable to perform. This is particularly true for trips that require a
minimum participation. In such a case, registrants shall receive a refund of all remittances. Termination of the contract may be subject
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to force majeure. This includes, for example, the occurrence of high or low water and/or related damage to the vessel or motors,
government regulations, closing locks, war-like conditions, epidemics. In such cases, the organizer may cancel the trip at short notice
and without any legal recourse. It is recommended that travelers inquire about possible force majeure by phone, e-mail or fax within 48
hours of departure. Contact information for the organizer will be included in the travel documents. If the travel contract is cancelled due
to force majeure, the organizer will refund only the travel price. No other related costs, such as hotel accommodation or other
arrangements will be reimbursed.
The feasibility of the cruise trip depends on the status of the COVID pandemic. If the pandemic situation is over by the start of the
journey on July 2nd 2022, no conditions are to be expected. Otherwise, the shipping company is obliged to carry out the officially ordered
measures, such as reduced number of participants, hygiene concepts, mask requirement, etc. The Corona Pandemic Rules to be
followed are described in section 11. of these travel conditions. We are also talking about the transport of people who have complete
vaccination protection and who can evidence it. In extreme cases, the trip can be canceled without a legal claim being derived from it.
5. Performance change/price changes
The organizer reserves the right, in good faith, to make changes to travel services--from time to time--if circumstances require and if
said changes do not significantly impair the passengers’ enjoyment of the terms under the travel contract and are not due to organizer’s
negligence. If the implementation of the modified service is significantly equal to or better than what was agreed upon in the travel
contract, then there shall be no adjustment made to the price of the cruise. In the case of high or low water, the shipping company
reserves the right to service partial routes by bus and/or to have passengers transferred to other vessels without any legal recourse.
Passengers will be informed of any changes in service as soon as they become known. If the changes are significant and affect the travel
service, registrants will be permitted to cancel without fees. All requests for cancellation must be made to the organizer in writing. The
organizer may offer to book registrants on an equivalent future cruise, if available. Registrants reserve the right to a full refund. If, after
execution of the travel contract, the transport costs, specifically fuel costs, increase, the organizer may increase the price of the trip by
no more than 5%. The prerequisite for this increase, however, is that there must be at least 4 months between execution of the contract
and the date of travel and that the increase was unforeseeable. The organizer must inform registrants immediately of a price increase.
Price changes from 20 Daye before the start of the journey are not permitted. If proposed price increase is more than 5%, registrants
may void the contract. Registrants may request participation in an equivalent future travel option from the same promoter, provided
that the organizer is able to offer one. Registrants must make such claims immediately after the price increase is announced. The
organizer is only liable for services mentioned in current catalogues/brochures.
6. Liability
Liability under this contract only applies to damages other than bodily harm and is limited to a maximum of three times the price of the
trip, provided that damages were not due to intentional or gross negligence on the part of the organizer, their agents and/or assigns.
Liability under this contract does not apply to any claims or promotions made by third-party service providers, e.g. additional bookings or
events presented by outside organizations. If the organizer, acting as cruise operator, is party to personal or baggage damage, claims
will be processed according to international rules and regulations as allowed.
7. Compulsory participation
Passengers must report all problems and service disruptions immediately to an employee or crew member and to work toward
mitigation of further damage where possible. The organizer shall be given the opportunity to remedy the situation in a reasonable period
of time. We recommend that passengers inform our local representative immediately, for example, in the event of damage or loss of
items. If a problem cannot be rectified, complaints should be addressed to the organizer in writing no later than 30 days after the end of
the trip.
8. Entrance and health regulations
The organizer will inform travelers about applicable local health and safety regulations for the countries visited. However, registrants are
responsible for complying with passport and visa requirements. Organizer will not be held responsible for any loss or additional costs
resulting from individual non-compliance with the above provisions.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I register the following passenger(s) for the cruise:
I / We book the following cabin category: (Please specify desired cabin category)
Last name / first name

1______________________________________

Category _________________

Price pp __________

, we agree to the proposed donation scheme (see “Price” section above for details.)
Please check box, Consent to denotation is prerequisite for participation in this cruise.

2________________________________________
3________________________________________
4________________________________________
Address of the customer
Street/number/post code/place/country/phone

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

We look forward for your registration

Date/signature of the customer

______________________________________
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9: Applicable law
Disputes are negotiated solely under German law. Complaints against the organizer Princesse de Provence Cruises GmbH & Co. Kg fall
under the jurisdiction of Heilbronn/Neckar. Current law requires that we inform our customers about the European online dispute
settlement platform: http://ec.europa.eu/odr. We hereby inform our customers that we do not participate in any dispute resolution
process, except as prescribed by law.
10. Organizer
Cruise ship operator: Princesse de Provence Cruises GmbH & Co. KG, Katzensteige 22 in 74076 Heilbronn/Neckar. Phone 071317249643, Reg. Amtsgericht Stuttgart, HRA 732869, Ust-ID number DE 815660286, Additionally: PdP Verwaltungs GmbH, MD: Hans
Orban, Internet: www.princessedeprovence.de Email: info@princessedeprovence.de .
11. Special corona pandemic rules for MS Princesse de Provence 2022, status at November 10th 2021
Dear partners, dear colleagues, with regard to the corona pandemic, we would like to perform "doubly sure" to protect passengers and
crew and do everything in our power to achieve this. As part of our hygiene concept for 2022, we have set the following special rules for
all participants on board of the MS Princesse de Provence:
A. Only participants with complete vaccination protection are admitted; The yellow vaccination pass (German only) or the digitally
verifiable CovPass on the smartphone or as a printout (with the corresponding DataMatrix code DMC) are considered as proof.
(Participants below 70 years of age vaccinated twice; Participants who are older than 70 years also need the “booster” vaccination,
which must be evidenced as stated above).
B. independently of A. we also accept bookings from participants who have successfully overcome a Covid disease in the last 6 months
before the start of the trip and who can evidence this with an original medical certificate.
C. According to the current status - and with the exception of a possibly different official order - an FFP2 or surgical face mask must be
worn in all public areas (lounges, corridors) of the ship.
D. The same applies to the excursion / city tour buses until further notice
E. Of course, since the cruises are cross-border, we must also follow the regulations of the other countries bordering the Danube
(Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria)
It is imperative that your customers are informed about our corona rules before booking, in order to rule out any later discussions. The
above booking requirements become part of the travel conditions. You will of course be informed promptly if there are any changes that
differ from the above. Changes can be expected at any time, possibly even at short notice. It is important to us that our guests on board
the MS Princesse de Provence are together as well protected as possible from the corona virus and that we create a good feeling of
security for everyone on board.
Thank you very much, also on behalf of our on-board staff, for communicating these regulations to your customers in this way.
Kind regards, Your shipping company, Princesse de Provence Cruises GmbH & Co. KG, Katzensteige 22 in 74076 Heilbronn
.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Participants, please complete and send this registration coupon to Mr. Mijatović at the address below.
P. Mijatović · Phone +49 (0)1577-5351526 · E-Mail: peter.mijatovic@gmx.de

Registration-Coupon
Peter Mijatović
Deidesheimer Str. 19

70499 Stuttgart
Germany
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